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What is GFI MailEssentials?

GFI MailEssentials is an email security solution that protects you against malware and spam. It 
comes with 14 anti-spam filters, 3 antivirus engines, content filtering and many more security 
features.

Available GFI MailEssentials Editions

The trial version of GFI MailEssentials contains all features for customers to test the product 
capabilities. However, when purchasing, the application is licensed in the following three 
editions: 

1. AntiSpam Edition

This edition includes more than a dozen anti-spam filter engines and an automatic whitelisting 
service that updates the whitelist records by monitoring your outgoing emails. It also includes 
the anti-phishing engine that uses a constantly updated database to make correct judgments 
when blocking threats. This edition does not include the antivirus engines that block malware 
threats.

2. EmailSecurity Edition

• This edition includes up to 3 antivirus engines and additional supplementary protection 
services to block incoming emails with malware threats like viruses, Trojans, malicious 
attachments, and scripts.

• This edition does not include any anti-spam filters.
• GFI MailEssentials currently ships with the powerful Avira and BitDefender Antivirus 

engines, offering advanced email protection against viruses and other malware with 
minimal impact on system performance. Additionally, customers can opt to add in the 
Sophos antivirus engines for the ultimate protection. This enables customers to take 
advantage of the strengths of each engine as Antivirus engine vendors have different 
response times to new viruses and malware.

3. UnifiedProtection Edition

This edition includes all features from the AntiSpam and Email security editions

https://www.gfi.com/products-and-solutions/network-security-solutions/mailessentials/free-trial
https://www.gfi.com/products-and-solutions/network-security-solutions/mailessentials/buy-now
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EMAIL SECURITY 
EDITION

ANTI SPAM
EDITION

UNIFIED PROTECTION 
EDITION

EMAIL MANAGEMENT

CONTENT FILTERING

EMAIL SECURITY

ANTI SPAM

Note: All editions consist of a full reporting dashboard, advanced content filtering options, and sup-
port for virtual environments. Currently, VMware and Hyper-V are the only supported platforms for 
virtualization. Additionally, support for the following six languages is also included: English, German, 
Spanish, Italian, Russian, and Polish.

All product names and companies mentioned may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their 

respective owners. All information in this document was valid to the best of our knowledge at the time of 

its publication. The information contained in this document may be changed without prior notice.

GFI trademarks or registered trademarks of GFI Software or its affiliates in the US and other countries. 

Any other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.

Try free for 30 days

https://www.gfi.com/products-and-solutions/network-security-solutions/mailessentials/free-trial

